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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dear Minnesota High School Skiing Community,

In October 2021, the Minnesota High School Nordic Ski Coaches Association voted to ban
the use of all fluorocarbon kick and glide waxes for any Minnesota State High School
League (MSHSL) sanctioned races. This decision was an update to a previous agreement that
only prohibited pure (i.e. powder and liquid) fluoros glide waxes in all events except Section and
State Championships.

While this policy was adopted by the Coaches Association, there is nothing regarding prohibited
waxes in our official rules book. The rules book for Nordic Skiing is approved by the MSHSL
Board of Directors to follow those set by FIS for National, World Cup and Olympic
competitions. The dangers of fluorocarbons found in fluoro waxes have been increasingly
recognized as harmfully impacting our environment and health; while the entire ski industry is
following the direction of governing bodies, race directors, venues, teams and individual skiers
to move towards fluoro-free waxes. However, FIS itself has yet to formally ban these products
that are still prevalent throughout our sport.

As we approach the start of Section Championships and the State Meet in the next two weeks, I
wanted to remind our coaches, skiers, parents, clubs, and volunteers of this no-fluoro policy
voted on and approved by the Coaches Association. It is in the best interest of our sport that
these waxes be banned and removed to protect the health of our skiers and environment. Because
our official rules do not currently reflect this Coaches Association policy, this decision will carry
no weight unless everyone involved with high school skiing follows these guidelines.

It is my personal belief that the Nordic Skiing community is one of the most trustworthy and
environmentally conscious groups of people I interact with every day. It is our hope that every
skier competing in Section and State Championships will be fluoro-free to ensure good
sportsmanship and fair competition. Good luck to all the skiers and teams competing out there.
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